DIRECTORATE OF DRUGS CONTROL, ODISHA, BHUBANESWAR
No. 3456 / DC-
DC-II-Misc-09/2020

Dated- 25.08.2020

QUOTATION CALL NOTICE/ EXPRESSION OF INTEREST

The Drugs Controller, Odisha, Bhubaneswar invites sealed quotations/ expression of interest from interested firms/ parties for integration of a new version of e-receipt system IFMS 2.0 by migrating from the existing/ old version of Directorate of Treasuries & Inspection, Odisha with the Licence Management System (LMS) of Drugs Control Administration, Odisha as per terms and conditions enclosed herewith. Interested firms/ parties may offer their price quotation for the aforesaid purpose by 1:00pm on 03.09.2020 in sealed envelope with caption “Integration of v2.0 IFMS with LMS”. Selected firm/party has to obtain test kit followed by live kit of updated version of v2.0 IFMS from the Directorate of Treasuries & Inspection, Odisha, Bhubaneswar and complete the integration process in the Directorate of Drugs Control, Odisha, Near Sainik School, Gajapati Nagar, Bhubaneswar, Dist.- Khurda by 10.09.2020.

Drugs Controller, Odisha

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THE QUOTATION CALL NOTICE

1. The sealed quotation addressed to the Drugs Controller, Odisha must be received in the Directorate by 1:00 PM on 03.09.2020 with caption on the cover of the envelope as “Integration of v2.0 IFMS with LMS”.
2. The rate quoted must have to be inclusive of all Taxes, Duties and other charges like GST/ Sales Tax/ VAT and entry charges, etc., if applicable.
3. The rates quoted for the service must have to be written both in figures and words.
4. The price quoted must have to be F.O.R. destination.
5. The firm/party has to furnish valid G.S.T. Registration Certificate issued in his favour.
6. Payment shall be made in two phases through NEFT/ Bank Draft/ Cheque. 50% of the total cost shall be paid soon after successful integration and live run of the new version of e-receipt system v2.0 IFMS with LMS. Balance 50% of the total cost shall be paid within 30 days after confirmation of successful live running.
7. The Quotation Call/ Expression of Interest/ Work Order may be cancelled without assigning any reason thereof.

Memo No. ___________ Dated-___________
Copy forwarded to the Director, I & PR Department, Odisha, Bhubaneswar for information and necessary action. He is requested to take necessary steps for wider publication of the Quotation in leading daily newspapers.

Drugs Controller, Odisha

(P.T.O.)
Memo No. 8458

Dated – 25.08.2020

Copy forwarded to the Head, State Portal Group, IT Centre, Bhubaneswar for information and necessary action. He is requested to float the Quotation Call Notice in Government websites for wider publication.

Drugs Controller, Odisha

Copy to website of Drugs Control Administration, Odisha www.dcaodisha.nic.in

Copy be put up in Notice Board of DCA.